
MinuteMan Press (by coaches John Silva & Enrique Boggio)
It has been a great start to the season for the MinuteMan Press team.  With a lot of new 
faces, it should be a great season for all the future stars to learn the basics of soccer 
and to learn how to work as a team.  The team has already mastered numerous drills 
including how to run backwards and have already practiced a shoelace kick, inside foot 
kick and throw-ins!
After a few sessions observing the team, Madison Farnell looks like she is ready to join 
in the fun!  Beckett Bjelic and William Levesque are continuously improving on the skills 
learned in the indoor session and are always ready to take on more of a challenge.  
Nicholas Friars and Jack Lacy are full of enthusiasm and are always eager to learn.  
Braedyn Mcintosh displays good technique and is a great listener. Owen Silva always 
works hard for the ball and is always ready for a water break and of course freezies! 
Great job everyone and keep up the good work!

Starry Business Solutions (by coach Uwe Samstag-Schnock)
Wow - what a great bunch of aspiring soccer stars. We can find all personality types in 
Starry’s team, which bodes well for a well rounded squad down the road. Veteran Quinn 
Hagley shares his experience with the newcomers, while mascot Cody Ryan likes the 
undivided attention of junior assistant coach Kaleigh Ryan. Already, the team showed 
no sign of reservation when it was “no parents” night, sitting attentively on the opposite 
side of the field. Alessia, whose name coach Uwe will need to pronounce more correctly, 
shows warmth and leads stray team members into the fold. Amazingly, players are 
grasping the opposite side concept and have developed safe dribbling techniques, with 
Julia Hansmann and Teagan Duplantis doing exactly as shown, while Indiana Beaulne 
uses his creativeness to move the ball around the field. Even in this early summer heat 
wave, this team is relentless in its pursuit of the ball and freezies!

JK Concrete Forming (by coach Cory Carter)
With a very young team Royal Blue did a great job of playing against the Yellow team.  
The experience of Ben Madden proved to be a great example for the Blue Team as they 
came alive and played excellent soccer. Strong play from the Yellow Team was very 
exciting for the fans to watch as Zach Cote, Ethan Xavier, and Xavier Costa led the way.  
Strong performances and excellent team play from all the players as they were getting 
involved every step of the way.  Brooklyn Slade, Eric Proud, Darragh Sawyer, Andrew Pe-
ters, Joshua Kirin, Caitlin Bradley, Logan Kelly, Kelsey Harley, Ethan Guthries-Kirkimtzis, 
Nicole Kirin and Marco Boggio rounded out the play and make the games very exciting.  
Good work teams, keep up the hard work! You are a treat to watch and coach.

Milton Community Nursery School (by coaches Tracy Faulkner & Jillian Morandin)
The Milton Community Nursery School team has been off to roaring start.  With many 
new players this summer coaches Jill and Tracy have been starting with the basics of 
how to kick the soccer ball.  Joshua Gallagher and Zachary Goldberg have really shown 
strength in this area, while Sydney Patten and Alex Munk have shown their enthusiasm 
to learn the basic skills of soccer.  Each week the kids get a better understanding 
of which direction they should be running in and how to run while dribbling the ball.  
Samantha has rubbed off on her little brother Dane Rapotar, as she shows her skill 
development in dribbling with the ball.  When it comes to a scrimmage, the kids are 
learning to spread out across the field, stay in their lines while running in the right 
direction, Jamie Morandin and Noah Faulkner have demonstrated improvement with 
these skills over the past few weeks.  The kids enjoy having fun on the field while we 
teach them what being apart of a team is all about. Abbey Kilfoyle and Emilie Alain have 
shown great enthusiasm from the start of the season. All of the kids have started the 
summer off with great team spirit, and a desire to learn new skills. We look forward to 
developing these basic soccer skills with the Milton Community Nursery School team 
and hope the summer is filled with Fun and a love for soccer!

Body & Sole 2: 0 Versatile Millwright
After a long winter, everyone was excited to get back on the pitch for the first game of 
the season! In a game were Body & Sole won 2-0, there was plenty of end to end action 
that kept the crowd on their feet. Goal scores for Body & Sole were Robert Simmons 
and Lucas Pacchione.  Both had great runs down the field and finished strongly just out 
of the reach of the Versatile Millwright’s keeper.  The game seemed like it would be put 
out of reach when Mya Brathwaite took the ball the length of the field but a spectacular 
save by Jake Kohler ensured that score line remained 2-0. Versatile Millwright coun-
tered with some great pressure as they tried to cut the lead but Body & Sole’s defense 
which included Emma Daly and the sister duo of Jessalyn and Madalyn Morrison did 
a great job to ensure that the clean sheet was maintained.  Versatile Millwright never 
gave up and almost got on the score sheet when Frankie Varga broke through the de-
fense only to be stopped twice by Body & Sole’s keeper Noah Silva.
Great job by both squads and if the first game was any indication, this should be a great 
and thrilling season!

Snap Milton 1 : 4 JK Concrete Forming 
Snap Milton were put to the test in their match with JK Concrete Forming.  Coach 
Mark Boswell had his side well prepared and organized for the encounter.  Snap found 
out quickly just how tough this match would be as the speed and pace from the likes 
of Adam Nicholson and Nicholis Fregonese made it difficult for the defense to cope.  
Valiant goalkeeping from Matteo Maugeri kept the opposition at bay for the most part 
but not even he could stop them all.  JK Concrete Forming built a commanding 3-0 lead 
before a consolation goal from Noah Mistuzzi broke the shutout bid with a few minutes 
left in the match.  Keeper Liam Dick was the man of the match with some terrific saves 
and made the right decisions in goal when the odd defensive breakdown occurred in 
front of him.  A great game from both teams and special congratulations to JK Concrete 
Forming; a great well coached side and a well deserved win.  

BDP Weatherhead 0 : 0 Versatile Millwright
Many of the players for BDP Weatherhead had exceptional performances.  Goalkeep-
ers, Annalise Tucker and Daniel Henstock each had an outstanding game, turning away 
several determined VM attacks, to keep the game scoreless.  In a wonderful display of 
teamwork Amanda Apputhurai and Lauren Wilkinson moved the ball up field with accu-
rate and unselfish passing.  Campbell Wackerlin worked tirelessly from one end of the 
field to the other, skillfully supporting the forwards and bolstering the defense.
Likewise, Versatile stood its ground in this scoreless tie through great performances by 
Tyler Dewar and Shannon Sadler, whose spectacular diving saves and smart releases 
kept Versatile in the game. Great effort by forwards Jack Abrams and Erin Fenton in 
moving the ball into BDP’s box.

BDP Weatherhead  5 : 5 Snap Milton
It was an exciting season-opening tilt between the BDP Weatherhead and Snap Milton, 
Under 7 teams, with end to end action, and a final score that reflected the efforts of both 
sides.  Snap Milton jumped out to an early lead with smart build-up play and brilliant 
finishing that produced highlight-reel goals by Noah Mistuzzi and Jonas Mogilnicki.  In-
dia Sehgal played well in net, and stifled several goal opportunities.  BDP Weatherhead 
kept their heads up and gamely battled back.  A brave second half save by goalkeeper 
Rashik Intesar and late goals by Emma McKinnon and Kody Stoute completed the rally 
and earned the team a well deserved draw.  Congratulations to all of the players from 
both teams for their participation in a good-spirited and highly entertaining game!

Horne Construction 1 : 5 Complete Audio Visual
It was an exciting soccer match held on a warm and sunny Wednesday night between 
Horne construction and Complete AV.  Highlights for Complete AV include a great first 
half goal by Noah Challenges that was complemented by good passing plays by Ryan 
Egger, and Vasco Gamero.  Other strong plays that did not go unnoticed from the side-
lines was the good defensive play by Agnieska Janusz to rush Horne’s forwards, and 
to break up potentially dangerous attacks.  The Complete AV defense was anchored 
by goalies Ilmar Kanbergs and Sebastien Janusz who were able to make timely saves 
to keep the AV team in front. 
     Complete AV had the edge on this night showing improved passing and team 
cohesiveness.  The final score does not reflect how close this match actually was, 
as Horne focused their game on passing and positioning, which were demonstrated 
by nice ball movements among Isabella Maugeri, Isaac Mistruzzi and Katie Kohler. 
Great saves by Maximillian Horne and a great display of natural goal scoring instinct 
by Lucas Price. Kristin Gallant and Melissa Carter rounded up the front and created 
many goal scoring chances. Congratulations to both teams for playing such an en-
tertaining game.

Halton Community Rehabilitation Centre 2 : 2 Storage Spot
The Halton Community Rehabilitation Centre (HCRC) and Storage Spot teams met on 
a night where the weather was cool but the action was hot!  In this exciting match 
both teams held a one goal lead, and both teams fought to secure the win up until 
the final whistle.  
     There were numerous standouts for the HCRC team.  Alex Borthwick was a con-
stant offensive threat.  He managed to net HCRC’s first goal, and came close to a 
second on a powerful shot that curved just wide of the top right corner.  In the second 
half Nicholas Blasiak was terrific in net, courageously smothering strong shots from 
close range.  Excellent defensive positional play was exhibited by Alison Henstock, 
who frequently pushed attackers wide, neutralizing their scoring opportunities.  
Mariana Mariles made key tackles and insightful passes in the midfield to keep the 
pressure on the Storage Spot defenders.
     For the Storage Spot team, Connor Daly did an outstanding job as the goalkeeper 
making some terrific saves on difficult shots from HCRC.  After going behind 2-1 
the Storage Spot team needed to regroup.  The rally was led by the Storage Spot 
forwards, Breanna Clarke, Caitlyn McComb, and Andy Zapata.  With some strong team 
play and beautiful passing they kept the HCRC defenders and goalkeeper busy.  Their 
teamwork was rewarded with a last minute goal to equalize the game. With the two 
teams playing so well and being so evenly matched, a tie was the only fair result.  
Book your seats now for the July 11 rematch!

Halton Community Rehabilitation Centre 4 : 6 Complete Audio Visual
It was a high-scoring, thrilling opener for the Halton Community Rehabilitation Centre 
(HCRC) and Complete AV teams.  Highlights for Complete AV included a great first 
half goal by Xander Ewing finishing neatly from a cleverly played ball forward.  Jake 
Michaelis showed his strength during the second half in which he scored two goals.  
Complete AV was backed by impressive goaltending of Samuel Villa, in the first half 
and Xander Ewing in the second.   Several HCRC players had strong games as well.  
Joshua Blazina and Justin Crozier combined up front with some intelligent passing 
that led to good pressure on the Complete AV keepers.  Stalwart defending by Traci 
Armstrong and strong goalkeeping from Michael Carlton and Eric Sinnige helped to 
keep the score within reach.  Jasmine Kortekaas played tenaciously in the middle of 
the park, frequently taking on and dispossessing larger opponents in this crucial part 
of the field.  Complete AV had the edge on this night with great teamwork and relent-
less attacking spirit; however HCRC showed a resilience and fire that was inspiring.  
A well played game by all involved!

Heathwood Homes 0:6 Team Tiger
MVP’s: Patryk Kaminska and Kai Samstag-Shnock
Best Sportsperson: Gordon Woodcock and Kaelan Nelson

We are still early in the season and it is apparent that Team Tiger is developing and 
growing quickly as a cohesive unit.  The fitness of Team Tiger was excellent once 
again as they ran very well in the hot weather.  Team Heathwood tried very hard 
and were led by a fantastic effort in goal by Patryk Kaminska, Paulina Kaminska and 
Farzad Najem.  The defense of Team Tiger proved to be very tough led by the seeping 
power of Jake LeBlond and Jonathan Svoboda.  Leading the way offensively was Kai 
Samstag Schnock with 3 goals, Justin Carter with 2 goals and Davis Sherring with a 
single.  The playmakers were Ian Tascone (2,) Christina Steinhauser, Kai, Davis, and 
Iason Kambourelis. Team Heathwood will turn the corner after next practice with 
the strong play of Wyatt Turner, Alex Vos, Conor Fisher, Adam Wagner and Gordon 
Woodcock.

Heathwood Homes 2:3 Ryno Renovations
MVP’s: Andrea Mariles and Zack Boswell
Best Sportsperson: Julie Kerns

Another great competitive game in the U12 division was witnessed by the fans in 
week 2.  A defensive battle led by goalies Farzad Najem and Nico Sinnige.  The scor-
ing in the first half was hard to come by, but somehow Patryk Kaminska of Heath-
wood Homes was able to slip one by the Ryno Renovations goalkeeper.  In fact, sib-
lings Paulina and Patryk form a strong axis on the right side, with Paulina hustling the 
opponent to exhaustion. At the half the score remained 1-0 with the strong defensive 
play of Lazaros Manolakos, Rhudhaire Hakime, Alex Vos, and Malik Shillingford.  Team 
Ryno came out strong in the second half with goals by Connor Roberts (1) and Zack 
Boswell (2.)  The game once again became very competitive with a late goal by 
Andrea Mariles to bring Team Heathwood within one goal of Team Ryno.  However 
Team Ryno somehow held off the attack of Team Heathwood with some great defen-
sive play by Nicholas Hoffman, Marcello Mule, Joel Anderson, Ryan Nowak, Devon 
Melanson, and Andrew Borthwick.

Mid-Summer Break from Aug 3rd to August 10th, inclusive.
Thank You, Loblaws, for supplying our 

players with session rewards!
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U12 Competitive Standings
Team  GF      GA   W       L       T       P
Heathwood Homes 3        16   0        4   0       0
Ryno Renovations 6         7   2        2       0       6
Team Tiger  12       4   3        1       0       9
Montana’s Cookhouse 9         3   3        1       0       9
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